
SPECIAL TO THE READING EAGLE: CHARLES J. ADAMS III
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One minute

Jillian Clemente and 

Alex Potcovaru
Voices interns

T
he famous phrase “a New 
York minute” references 
the fast-paced and excit-
ing lifestlye of the natives 

of the Big Apple. When the Voices 
theme of “one minute” was cho-
sen for this edition, we started 
thinking about how one could 
compare this so-called “New 
York minute” to what we dubbed 
a “Berks County minute.” What 
resulted was a list of comparisons 
of the two places (albeit some-
what humorous and rather ste-
reotypical), covering everything 
from fashion to food.

Compare and contrast a New York minute 
with a Berks County minute
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READING EAGLE: RYAN MCFADDEN

Not so fast
Traffi c jams:

In NY — too many cabs or jay walkers
In BC — too many tractors or buggies

Getting dressed:

In NY — Dior on Prada on Versace with a 
spritz of Chanel

In BC — fl annel on fl annel on fl annel with a 
spritz of Axe

Transportation:

In NY — hop in a cab to go to the bus stop to 
take the subway into work

In BC — roll from the bed onto the fl oor to take 
the bus to school

Cultural events:

In NY — gallery openings, fashion shows or 
galas

In BC — Hamburg-er Festival, farm shows and 
the Kutztown Folk Festival

Social media:

In NY — seeing an Instagram of a tweet re-
sponding to a Facebook comment on a Vine 
from your Pinterest about your Starbucks 
trip

In BC — hearing from your friend’s neighbor’s 
cousin’s doctor about your sister’s Yogo 
Crazy trip

Pets:

In NY — a purse Chihuahua named Fifi 
In BC — a three-legged, one-eared mutt 

named Lucky

Eating out:

In NY — you use the “Reminder” function on 
your iPhone 5S to remind you to use the 
OpenTable app to reserve your seat at a fi ve-
star restaurant

In BC — there’s an hour wait at every restaurant, 
including the bad ones. Who knew this many 
people lived here?

Eating In:

In NY — “Jeeves! Where is the other chef to-
night? I like it when you two work together in 
the kitchen.”

In BC — “Mom! … What’s for dinner? … What? … 
Soup? … I pick chicken noodle! OK, I’ll set the 
table!”

Going to the movies:

In NY — “Can I get a diet popcorn? And is but-
ter a carb?”

In BC — “It’s just me and my Netfl ix tonight! 
#singlelife” you tweet as you crack open a 
Mountain Dew and dump Skittles into your 
mouth.

A construction site

In NY — “Oh, it’s probably just another Star-
bucks.”

In BC — “Probably a bank. Oh, yeah, defi nitely 
another bank. Because we don’t have enough 
of those.”

Music:

In NY — jazz performances at Carnegie Hall
In BC — Lyons Fiddle Festival

Radio:

In NY — Pandora and Spotify
In BC — WEEU 830 AM, Berks Coun-

ty’s only locally owned radio station, 
for Jack’s Backyard and Radio Voices 
on Saturday mornings

In NY — “Fresh Air” on NPR
In BC — Fresh air in the woods

Working out:

In NY — After Zumba class with your 
instructor named Jen at your exclu-
sive gym, you take a dainty drink 
from your super cute water bottle 
that is in your super cute bag which 
is from the same place you got your 
super cute headband and shoes.

In BC — After you fall off  the tread-
mill in a sweaty ball of exhaustion at 
Planet Fitness, you chug some Ga-
torade and wipe your face on your 
oversized T-shirt as you walk away in 
your torn New Balance sneakers, try-
ing to avoid the cat fi ght in front of 
the last elliptical.

Hanging out:

In NY — Instagramming your best 
friend’s newest Starbucks creation: 
a mocha caramel soy latte with a 
sprinkle of cinnamon and pepper-
mint

In BC — Actually hanging out of a tree 
stand

Dancing:

In NY — clubbing at the latest hot 
spots

In BC — line dancing at C.J. Hummels

Phrases:

In NY — “That’s Gucci” refers to actu-
al clothing

In BC — “That’s Gucci” does not
In NY — a “crick” is something in your 

neck
In BC — it’s a body of water.
In NY — you pour water from “pitch-

ers”
In BC — you put them on the wall

If you have any minutes to add, 
tweet us @EagleVoices or post 
it on Facebook: Reading Eagle 
Voices.

(Jillian is a senior at Wilson and 
Alex is a senior at Conrad Weiser.)


